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Single Source Systems Productivity Tools address
some of the most common issues that Acumatica
users face day-to-day.

Agreement Designer. We make it faster and easier
to create contracts, proposals, work orders, or any
document that usually starts from a template.  
Embed legal, contractual, or any text with data
fields automatically pulled from select Acumatica
documents. Create legal content once and re-use it
multiple times with convenient templates.
Customize the template to fit the requirements of
each unique transaction. 

Anyone that works with contracts, service
agreements, purchase orders, proposals, bids, 
sales plans, or internal hiring or policy documents
will appreciate this time-saving tool. 

Questionnaire Designer. We streamline checklists
and inspections. Any time a list of questions is
needed to capture data, it can be done with the
Questionnaire Designer. Group and sequence
questions then assemble into re-useable
templates. The solution automatically renders
questions based on embedded data from within
Acumatica, saving time and reducing errors. 

Every department in the organization uses some
kind of checklist and will find this tool helpful. 

L ow

For nearly 40 years we’ve been helping companies like
yours optimize their their ERP solutions. Learn more at
Singlesrc.com
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Enhancing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhsXaPA5PXw&list=PLieue5ikj85W3vXSXCKwyG_Uwkboej1T7&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CN4EG4_8ls&list=PLieue5ikj85X6TouCVMZWhHbF-CKrs4Kg&index=6


Single Source Systems 
has worked closely with organizations like yours for
nearly 40 years, helping to optimize processes
through add-on productivity tools. We have
expertise you can trust.   

We’ve created a bundle of two high-value, low-risk
solutions that will significantly impact your
productivity. Agreement Designer and
Questionnaire Designer streamline tedious tasks,
like language for contracts and creating checklists
for collecting data.   

High Value. Your workforce deserves tools to help
them do their job faster and with fewer hassles.
Time savings yield cost savings. 

You’ll appreciate the improved accuracy and
consistency too. Everyone wins. 

Low Risk. Because the solutions are affordably
priced, the risk is very low. The tools are easy to
deploy. They seamlessly integrate into your
Acumatica ERP. Subscription pricing means a
manageable operational expense that’s easy to
budget.

Users need minimal training. We’ll help you 
get started on the path to achieving ROI. 
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See our website
for the next webinar

Sign up now 

For nearly 40 years we’ve been helping companies like
yours optimize their their ERP solutions. Learn more at
www.Singlesrc.com
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